
THE SENSE OF SMELL 



Objectives 



Sense of Smell 



The Olfactory System 



Nasal Epithelium 

• The Nasal Epithelium is a specialized epithelial 
tissue inside the nasal cavity that is involved in 
smell. 
 



Olfactory Bulb 

• In most vertebrates, the olfactory bulb is the 
most forward part of the brain. In humans, 
however, the olfactory bulb is on the bottom 
side of the brain. 



The Olfactory Bulb—cont. 
The olfactory bulb transmits smell information from the 
nose to the brain, and is thus necessary for a proper sense 
of smell. With this in mind, its potential functions can be 
placed into four general categories: 
• Enhancing discrimination between 
  odors 
• Enhancing sensitivity of odor 
   detection 
• Filtering out many background odors 
  to enhance the transmission of a few 
  select odors 
• Permitting higher brain areas involved 
  in arousal and attention to modify the 
  detection or the discrimination of odors 

 



Olfactory Receptor Cells 

There are tens of millions of olfactory receptor cells, but 
only about 2000 glomeruli. 
Glomeruli receive input from between 5000 and 10,000 
olfactory receptor cells but output onto only 10 to 25 mitral 
cells. 

 



Glomerulus 

• The glomerulus (plural glomeruli) in olfaction 
is a structure in the olfactory bulb. Each odor 
activates a different pattern of glomeruli. 

Type equation here. 



Mitral Cells 

• Mitral cells are neurons that are part of the 
olfactory system. 
 



Mitral Cells 

• The processes of smelling and tasting begin 
when molecules detach from substances and 
float into your nose or into your  mouth. In 
both cases, the molecules must dissolve in 
watery mucous in order to bind to and 
stimulate cells. These cells transmit messages 
to brain areas where we perceive odors and 
taste, and where we remember people, 
places, or events associated with these 
olfactory (smells) and gustatory (tastes) 
sensations. 
 



Detriments to Smell 

The following items can hurt or eliminate a person’s ability 
to smell or detect odors: 

• Medical Conditions—Head trauma, stroke, subdural 
hematoma, tumors, hemorrhage, infections, seizures 
and nerve damage, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s 
diseases 

• Physical Changes—Stuffy nose, colds, allergies, mouth 
breathing, dentures 

• Aging and Genetics—Bone deformities, cleft palate, 
loss of receptors 

• Toxic Damage—Acids, solvents, insecticides, chemicals 

 



Olfactory Fatigue 

• Olfactory fatigue can commonly be defined as adaptation 
 to constant stimulation of our sensory system for smell. 

• The stimulus causes a receptor cell to produce an 
electrical signal. After that signal is produced, the cell 
membrane soon stops allowing the ions to flow, thus 
preventing further signals and causing us not to “smell” 
any longer. 

• The temporary normal inability to distinguish a 
particular odor after a prolonged exposure to that 
airborne compound. 

 



Odor Threshold 

• Odor Threshold—The minimum 
concentration of a substance at which a 
majority[50%] of test subjects can detect and 
identify the substance’s characteristic odor. 
 



Sense of Smell 

• EXERCISE # 1 



Exercises 

• EXERCISE #2 
• New Jersey Fact Sheets / Right To Know[RTK] 
• http://web.doh.state.nj.us/rtkhsfs/indexfs.asp

x?lan=english 



Fact Sheet 



SENSE OF SMELL 

• QUESTIONS? 
• DISCUSSIONS? 

Can we 
always trust 
our nose? 
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